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MATERIALS & METHODS

Cariogenic biofilms and esterase originated from bacteria or

saliva are relevant factors linked with failure of tooth-colored,

resin composite fillings. The former, releases lactic acid that

demineralize tooth structures, and the latter breakdown the

ester bond present in polymerized methacrylate-based resin

composites. Collectively, they create new cavities at the

margins of the filling, i.e., secondary caries (SC). The aims of

this study were to 1) determine the degree of conversion, and

2) S. mutans biofilm inhibition of an experimental acrylamide-

based universal dental adhesive containing 2-aminoimidazole

compound (2-AI-H10) and a commercial dental adhesive

containing chlorhexidine (Peak Universal).

Experimental Design: the acrylamide-based universal dental

adhesive system was comprised of HEAA, 10-MDP, BisGMA,

UDMA, CQ, Ethanol and water. Monomers were added to

separated amber flasks in order of most viscous to least

viscous and stirred overnight. CQ was added followed by photo

inhibitor, BHT, 4-methoxyphenol and stored into separated

black plastic bottles at 4 ℃. Such formulation was used to

prepare the acrylamide-based universal containing no 2-AI/H10

(control group) and the experimental groups contain 2-AI-H10

at 2%wt and 6%wt.

Degree of Conversion (DOC): DOC was performed on

unpolymerized (UN) and polymerized (P) materials using an

ATR-FTIR instrument. For UN, 10µL were placed on a diamond

ATR-crystal and absorbance spectra collected at 16 scans/1

cm-1 resolution. For P, the same amount was placed on a glass

slide, light cured (14 J/cm2) and spectra proceeded as with UN.

The peak areas of methacrylamide and methacrylate C=C

stretching at 1637 cm-1 and aromatic reference peak area of

Bis-GMA at 1608 cm-1 of uncured and cured adhesives were

used to calculate the DC% (n=5) using the adjacent formula.

Biofilm inhibition: S. mutans cell biofilm test was used to

evaluate bacteria inhibition. Resin disks (N=3) of each material

were prepared (1 mm heigh and 9 mm diameter), polymerized,

and sterilized under UV light (8h) under a hood. Next, 1x10-5

bacterial S. mutans U159 were used with Tryptic Soy Broth for

24 h to grow early biofilm for 24h and 7 days. The disks were

gently washed with PBS and a Live/Dead backlight kit was

used to assess the biofilm viability using a Fluorescence

microscope (Keyence Z1000, 20x). Live/Dead cell were

counted using image cytometer and hybrid cell count.

The degree of conversion were as follow: Peak SE (commercial) 87%, H10-acrylamide control

47%, H10-acrylamide 2% 51%, and H10-acrylamide 6% 54%. The S. mutans Live/Dead

demonstrated that the universal adhesive containing 2-AI-H-10 compound, regardless of the

concentration, diminished live cell count.

The outcomes of the research have provided insight

into the application of 2-AI/H10 in Acrylamide UA. In

both 24 hours and 7 days, the antimicrobial inhibition

of H10 has shown resilience in depleting functionality

of bacteria as the concentration increases. The results

for DC should be interpreted with caution to the

limitations of the current research. The timeline did not

allow for repetition of the test and therefore are

negligent of the statistical significance.
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Conclusion and Further Study

It can be concluded that adding 2-AI/H-10 compound to acrylamide-based universal

dental adhesive slightly increased the DC regardless of the concentration used, and that

more live S. mutans cells were present in the control acrylamide-based material.

Much is to be determined about the use of 2-AI in dental adhesive. We are unsure if the

presence of reproductively inactive bacteria of H10 containing samples correlate to decreased

biofilm production. Further tests done to examine the microbiology of this interaction and current

test should be replicated with a more stable solution to allow for bacterial statistical analysis.

H10 should also be used in an acrylamide-based adhesive that resembles more of the

commercial product. These samples containing the additional biomaterials for more bond

strength and rigidity.
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Figure 1. ATR-FTIR absorbance values for UP and P samples 

stretching at aliphatic (1637) and aromatic peaks (1608) Figure 2. Degree of conversion results for all samples

Figure 4. Florescence microscope biofilm production of P dental

adhesive after 7 days
Figure 3. Florescence microscope biofilm production on P dental

adhesive after 24 hours
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1638 1608

peak mon 4.311 2.043

pol 0.548 2.011

1638 1608

Control mon 4.627 2.023

pol 2.4 2.001

1638 1608

2% H10 mon 4.501 2.043

pol 2.145 2

6% H10 mon 4.434 2.019

pol 2.014 2
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